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Interconnection Strategies for ISPs 
 

Abstract: Over the last few years, two models for ISP interconnection have emerged: the 
exchange-based interconnection model and the direct circuit interconnection model. The 
exchange-based model involves a meet point at which ISPs exchange traffic whereas the 
direct circuit interconnection model, as the name implies, involves a point-to-point 
circuit between the exchange parties. This paper compares these options from a technical 
and business (financial) standpoint by the introduction and application of the Neutral 
Internet Business Exchange as the basis for the exchange-based model comparison.  Real 
world costs and revenue projections have been used in a financial model to quantify the 
cost savings and revenue generated by participants in both models. 

ISP Challenges-Motivations for a Neutral Internet Business Exchange 
The #1 ISP Challenge: Scaling Bandwidth 
As the Internet has grown in number of users and types of use, a large number of companies have 
recognized that its continued success depends on a continually increasing supply of bandwidth. What most 
have failed to recognize is that the Internet, as a network of networks, depends on its interconnections as 
much as its network capacity.  Scaling the Internet requires not just trenches full of dark fiber, but an 
infrastructure that permits a rich set of interconnections among the networks that make up the Internet.  The 
Internet requires a mechanism to scale these interconnections in a technically efficient and cost efficient 
manner. 
 
The #2 ISP Challenge: Operations Environment Not Controlled by Competitors 
The Internet remains an environment of intertwined technical and business relationships.  ISPs participate 
in mutually interdependent relationships with competitors in order to provide global connectivity.   
Exchange facilities provide the physical environment for interconnection, but are typically operated by a 
party with a vested interest; almost all exchanges in operation today are run by an ISP, a carrier, or a 
provider that participates in both markets.  Circuits into a carrier-run exchange typically must be purchased 
from the carrier operating the exchange, and activities allowed are generally tightly restricted1.  Collocation 
within an ISP facility typically requires buying transit from that ISP, thus reinforcing a competitor that will 
be competing against that customer in the future.  These conflicts and exchange environment restrictions 
and requirements make it difficult for competitors to share infrastructure and realize economies of scale. 
 
The #3 ISP Challenge: Increase Transit Sales 
Finally, ISPs, particularly those aspiring to become nationals, are under increasing pressure to acquire 
prestige content provider accounts.  This goal has strong implications spanning the financial (paying for 
peering or transit relationships), marketing (who buys from whom implies hierarchy), and inter-provider 
negotiation space (who brings more valuable content to the table).  Premier content providers require the 
ability for ISPs to bundle collocation, access to multiple (potentially many) ISP networks, and the ability to 
offer a presence in many geographical areas. 
 
The combination of these forces (scaling requirements, exchange neutrality, and prestige content provider 
transit sales) lead to the need for a neutral third party to build and operate highly scalable neutral business 
exchanges for the ISP community. This paper next introduces the Neutral Internet Business Exchange 
model as the basis for comparison against these three goals, and as basis for comparison against the other 
interconnection strategy: direct circuit interconnection. 

                                                           
1 Limited access, inability to house content or collocate, minimal remote hands services, escorts required at 
all times, etc.  
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The Neutral Internet Business Exchange Model 
The model is based upon the basic notion of  “a free market for Internet services”.  As shown in the graphic 
below, the Neutral Internet Business Exchange Model provides an environment for three types of 
participant to conduct business.  Carriers bring in fiber and sell circuits to ISPs. ISPs are presented with a 
state-of-the-art operations environment from which they can purchase high bandwidth circuits from carriers 
as fast as running a piece of fiber between cages.  This allows bandwidth to be provisioned within hours as 
compared to months to provision additional landline circuits.  ISPs exchange traffic with other ISPs and 
content providers in a peering or transit sales relationship.  All participants benefit from the business 
relationships enabled in this model, and all share in the cost savings from the exchange economies of scale. 
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Figure 1 - Neutral Internet Business Exchange Model - Facilitating Internet Business 

 
This model satisfies the conflict of interest concerns described in ISP Challenge #2, but how does this 
model solve the other challenges highlighted (scaling bandwidth and transit sales)?  How do ISPs operate 
more cost effectively and make money with this model?  The rest of the paper will discuss solutions to ISP 
Challenge #1 (scaling bandwidth) and #3 (increasing transit sales) through comparison of the direct 
circuit interconnect model against the Neutral Internet Business Exchange. 
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Scaling Bandwidth – The Direct Circuit Interconnection Model  
ISP interconnection takes one of two forms: peering and transit.  In either case, interconnection requires 
provisioning of some bandwidth between parties.  One approach is to use a direct circuit interconnection 
approach.  
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Figure 2 – Direct-Circuit Interconnection Model 
  
The direct circuit interconnection model requires the lease of point-to-point circuits between parties that 
scale linearly with the number of ISPs.  Each party typically pays half the cost of the circuit by alternating 
who pays for each regional exchange circuits. From interviews with ISPs, the cost of these circuits is 
typically on the order of $11,400 for OC-3 interconnection and $23,000 for OC-12 circuit2.  The cost of 
interconnecting with n other parties using the direct circuit interconnection model is therefore: 

2
*)1( tCircuitCosnnCostrconnectioircuitInteISPDirectC −=  

 
From a backbone management perspective, there are operational implications to be considered with this 
model. Traffic engineering and operations complexity increases over the increasing web of links, involving 
multiple local loops and IXCs.  A larger number of machines need to add non-revenue-generating ports to 
sustain a mesh between participants.  The circuits traverse miles of fiber underground, subject to outages 
due to construction (and the rapid proliferation of backhoes3).  The previous picture shows a simple 
topology; imagine the additional troubleshooting burden when the number of interconnections grows to 
100!  As the bandwidth requirements grow, ISPs need to upgrade circuits to many different places; they are 
unable to take advantage of traffic aggregation over a very high bandwidth circuit. Through application of 
our financial model we will demonstrate that the cost of this interconnection strategy does not scale either. 
 

                                                           
2 Quotes received from MCI WorldCom for circuits into Ashburn, VA location.  Interviews with Qwest 
staff estimated the costs for interconnection ranged $10-$17K/month for OC-3 and $20-$27K/month for 
OC-12 interconnection. Other interviews with senior staff from UUNet, Level3, ServInt, NetRail, etc. 
yielded costs closer to $7000-$8000 for OC-3 and $14-$20K/month for OC-12 interconnections.  The range 
is sufficiently wide that we chose to use the actual quotes we received for circuits for our financial model. 
3 As shown by the NANOG 10 T-shirt, in 1997 several major outages within a few months were attributed 
to backhoe digs. 
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The Exchange-Based Interconnection Model 
Solution to Challenge #1 (Scaling Bandwidth): Large Pipes into a Neutral Internet Business 
Exchange 
An alternative to the direct circuit interconnection model (shown below in Figure 3) is for ISPs to purchase 
instead a much larger circuit into the Neutral Internet Business Exchange to take advantage of the relatively 
inexpensive4 and the rich connectivity mesh within the exchange.  The same interconnection that occurred 
using the direct circuit interconnection model can occur in the exchange-based model with some notable 
advantages. 
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Figure 3 - Exchange-based Interconnection Strategy 
 
From the ISP perspective, very large pipes into the exchange scale the aggregate interconnection traffic 
more effectively than the POP-multiple direct-circuit interconnection alternative.  ISPs typically realize a 
2:1 to 3:1 economy from traffic aggregation of partially filled pipes5.  ISPs understand the traffic 
aggregation model well.  The key to the exchange-based model of interconnection is that it is far more 

                                                           
4 Our financial model applies the market rate of $200/month for direct fiber interconnection within the 
exchange. 
5 Interview with Rodney Joffe (former CTO of Genuity), Pat Binford-Walsh (Senior Network Planning 
Analyst UUNet) and Dave Diaz (CTO NetRail). Aggregation benefits also work across time of day where 
usage patterns. Aggregation efficiency diminishes a bit at the core where links are already aggregated and 
typically run up to 75% capacity before upgrading. 
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efficient to scale a single high bandwidth, point-to-point circuit than many lower speed point-to-point 
circuits. We will quantify this saving in our financial model in the next section. 
 
Operationally, ISPs can also make use of the robust infrastructure within an exchange, and scale their 
interconnection capacity as quickly as running a piece of fiber within the exchange (compared against 
ordering a new land line circuit).  This highlights one of the central motivations for the Neutral Internet 
Business Exchange Model - the interconnection dependency tenet: 
 

The greater the dependence on the interconnection, the more hardened 
and scalable that interconnection environment should be. 

 
As a side effect of the Neutral Internet Business Exchange Model, ISPs have access to an additional source 
of revenue: transit sales to content providers and ISPs.  We will expand and quantify additional transit 
opportunities later.  We will first apply real world costs and compare the two strategies (direct circuit 
interconnection and exchange-based interconnection) using our financial model. 
 
Cost Savings Analysis.  Our financial model compares the cost of the direct circuit interconnection model 
against the cost of the exchange-based model.  There is a potential for substantial savings for ISP 
interconnection under the exchange-based model.  There are three drivers to the savings equation.  First is 
the low-cost of the fiber cross connects for interconnection within the Neutral Internet Business Exchange .  
The second and offsetting cost is the additional expense of pulling a big circuit into the Neutral Internet 
Business Exchange.  The third is the economies of the aggregation of small partially used pipes into a large 
pipe.  
 
In our first examination of the models, consider a direct comparison of the direct circuit interconnection 
model and the exchange-based model as we saw side-by-side in Figure 3 above.  In the direct circuit 
interconnection model above, the four half circuit costs are compared against a large pipe into the exchange 
with four cross connects between the participants. In our financial model, we use the more conservative 2:1 
aggregation efficiency figure. The cost of both of these models varies over the number of participants. The 
plot in Figure 4 shows the cost savings from using the exchange-based model over using the direct circuit 
interconnection model. 
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Figure 4 - Cost Savings Curve - Exchange vs. Direct Circuit Interconnection Model 
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The first point and step in the cost savings curve is the cost of purchasing an OC-12 into the facility to 
accommodate up to 4-OC-3 (plus 2 more realizing the benefits of traffic aggregation) interconnections 
within the exchange6.  Up to approximately five participants, there are no cost savings from the direct 
circuit interconnection model.  When the sixth interconnection is made, there will be saving $3,000 per 
month in interconnection costs, and when the seventh interconnection is made, there will be a $8,500 per 
month savings7.   
 
The second step in the curve shows the cost of upgrading the circuit to an OC-48 to accommodate the 
existing interconnections and scale to up to 16-OC-3s (plus 8 more realizing the benefits of aggregation).  
After the tenth interconnection is made, and so on throughout the plotted future, the exchange-based model 
is far more cost effective, saving up to $160,000 per month in interconnection costs.  
 
Again, the key to this model is the scaling allowed through aggregation over a very large point-to-point 
circuit.  It is also important to note that the savings escalate not only across the number of participants, but 
also as the bandwidth requirements increase!  
 
One savings not quantified in our model is cost savings from the free market.  Carriers offering circuits 
recognize the circuit sales potential in this model and take advantage of advances in fiber technology such 
as DWDM to more effectively scale the point-to-point fiber run from their POP into the exchange.  This 
results in lower prices for these big circuits for ISPs.  We ignored this savings in our financial model. 
 
In the financial model, we also did not take into account the cost savings of using the Neutral Internet 
Business Exchange as a point of presence from which to launch ISP services.  If a new POP were built 
directly into the Neutral Internet Business Exchange, then the ISP would not incur the cost of a POP 
elsewhere.  
 

                                                           
6 The circuit prices we used were taken directly from a carrier in the Ashburn, VA area.  We were quoted 
an OC-3 for $11,400/month and OC-12 for $23,000/month.  An OC-48 was estimated to follow that trend 
and be priced at $45,000/month and an OC-192 when available would be estimated to cost $90,000/month. 
7 See Appendix A for the data used for this graph. 
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Dark Fiber: Exchange-based Model for Facilities-Based ISPs 
Facilities-based providers win big in the exchange-based model.  As the capacity grows and Dense Wave 
Division Multiplexing (DWDM) becomes economically feasible, there will be an order of magnitude 
greater savings realized by facilities-based ISP.  We’ll explore the most ambitious facilities-based providers 
– those that trench and install their own fiber.  The initial outlay of capital (estimated to be $2M in the case 
we explored8) is typically amortized over twenty years at 12%, resulting in a monthly cost of about 
$20,000/month - approximately half the monthly cost of a large circuit (OC-48) in our model.  By applying 
DWDM technology, the facilities-based ISP can incrementally allocate lambdas to seamlessly9 scale the 
bandwidth into the exchange.  As shown in the cost savings graph below, the facilities-based ISP that pulls 
fiber into the Neutral Internet Business Exchange will realize significant cost savings when interacting with 
at least 5 participants at OC-3 and can scale this large DWDM pipe to realize substantial savings. 
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Figure 5 - Cost Savings of Exchange-Based Model (using dark fiber) over Direct Circuit 
Interconnection Model 
  
Again, this works well because it is far more efficient to scale a single large pipe than to scale many smaller 
pipes.  This is due to the benefits of aggregation, and the scaling properties of advances in optical switching 
technology. 
 
This analysis extends quite well into the transoceanic fiber provisioning into the exchange.  Consider the 
following quote from Dave Rand regarding the AboveNet transatlantic fiber leased out of the AC-1 build: 
 
“We paid $8.3 million for a trans-Atlantic OC-3 for 25 years.  That breaks down to about $300,000 per 
year or less than $30,000 a month.  Of course the reality is that the OC3 will be fully loaded within a few 
years and will therefore need to be upgraded.  But the point is that the connectivity cost is significantly 
lower than buying it on a monthly basis.” 
 

                                                           
8 This includes trenching and laying fiber 8Km at $100,000/Km plus the cost of Nortel light gear at 
$250,000 each side.  Rounding up for error we estimated a $2,000,000 capital outlay estimate.  
9 Vab Goel (Qwest) presentation at RIPE in Amsterdam: they use a combination of Nortel and Lightera 
optical gear that will allow dynamic allocation of bandwidth to accommodate fluctuating traffic load. 
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Whether trenching and deploying dark fiber (as we did in our analysis) or leasing dark fiber as Dave did 
across the ocean, the same order of economies apply.  The ability for ISPs to scale this bandwidth into the 
exchange provides substantial cost savings. 
 
To close out this section, consider the summary graph below (Figure 6) comparing the cost of 
interconnection for each of the three models. As the direct circuit interconnection model scales linearly 
(shown as red squares), the exchange-based model scales more cost effectively.  Using a large circuit to 
aggregate the traffic shows a step curve cost function (shown as blue triangles) resulting from the 
incremental cost of the larger pipes into the exchange. Dark fiber providers win big by scaling the large 
pipe seamlessly as exchange traffic scales by changing the speed of the fiber interconnects (shown as red 
X’s ). For interconnection of a small number of participants (about five) the direct circuit interconnection 
strategy is rational from a financial standpoint.  However, as the number of participants and the bandwidth 
requirements increase, either of the exchange-based models prove far more cost effective for 
interconnection. Given the Internet growth trends,  the seemingly insatiable demands for cost-effective 
bandwidth, and considering the conflict of interest issues described earlier, ISPs will prefer the Neutral 
Internet Business Exchange model for scaling their ISP interconnections. 
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Figure 6 - Cost of  Interconnection for 3 Interconnection Strategies 
 
In the analysis so far we have ignored the transit sales opportunities afforded those participating in the 
Neutral Internet Business Exchange. We will discuss this next. 
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Incremental Revenue Opportunities Available at the Exchange 
Solution to Challenge #3: Increase Transit Revenue.  Understanding the cost curves for ISP 
interconnection, ISPs can also gain incremental revenue through participation in the Neutral Internet 
Business Exchange. Consider that unlike the direct circuit interconnection model the Neutral Internet 
Business Exchange Model provides access to a market for additional transit sales opportunities: ISPs and 
large Content Providers. Consider that Content Provider requirements include: 
• one hop away from ISPs: high-speed, low latency access to end-users  
• access to ISPs with bandwidth: the ability to scale bandwidth over time  
• operating environment: a hardened and scalable environment in which to operate10  
• geographic diversity: distribution of content across many facilities for redundancy  
• fiber diversity: diverse fiber paths in the underlying transport for reliability 
• rich connectivity: an environment with a variety of connectivity and transit options 
 
Likewise ISPs (regional, international, etc.) seek: 
• save on transit costs: peering opportunities to save on transit purchase costs 
• fast content: high-speed, low latency access to sites for their end-users 
• scaling bandwidth: the ability to scale bandwidth for peering and transit seamlessly over time 
• operating environment: a hardened and scalable environment in which to operate their POPs 
• fast carrier bandwidth provisioning: access to multiple carriers with diverse fiber paths  
 
Quite simply, the Neutral Internet Business Exchange Model supports both sets of requirements while the 
direct circuit interconnection model alternative can not. For example, consider that the time to obtain a 
terrestrial circuit can take upward of a year11 and the provisioning of a fiber cross connect between cages 
can be accomplished within 24 hours12. 
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Figure 7 - Direct Circuit Interconnection Model vs. Exchange-Based Model for ISP to 
Content Provider Interconnection 
 
                                                           
10 Note that Content Providers (E-commerce sites in particular) seek to remove the infrastructure (Power, 
AC, Security, etc.) issues from the reliability equation. For example, for every minute eBay is down, they 
lose $62,000! 
11 Interview with Dave Rand 
12 Equinix case study; note that this cross connect is only useful if the carrier has dark fiber (or a large 
circuit) into the exchange. From that point on rapid provisioning is possible. 
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Content providers can achieve their multi-homing goals in one of two ways. One way is to purchase  
circuits into their corporate headquarters and operate a data center of their own.  If we assume that the 
central corporate headquarters has been built to include sufficient space conditioned with HVAC, electrical, 
security, backup generators and UPS infrastructure, then the issue becomes that of interconnection 
methods.  A large pipe into the content provider site shows similar scaling properties to direct circuit 
interconnect ($11,400/month) except the cost of interconnection is fully the responsibility of the content 
provider. Unless multiple data centers are used, the geographic diversity property requirement is not met. 
While the simplicity of this model is appealing, the inability to aggregate traffic, the expense and time 
delay of incrementing bandwidth, and the inability to change ISPs easily make the direct circuit 
interconnection model less attractive for content providers. 
 
The exchange-based approach meets the requirements by providing a market place with a low cost of entry 
for content providers. Assume that the content provider locates its content at one or more exchange centers. 
Using mirroring software, content providers realize high-speed low latency access to end-users on the 
Internet.  In the financial model, the incremental cost for ISPs to connect to the content provider with fiber 
cross connects to ISPs within the exchange is $200/month.  Under the direct circuit interconnection model, 
the incremental cost for transit sales would be at least the full OC-3 circuit cost: $11,400/month.  
Therefore, ISPs at the exchange can offer a much more cost-competitive bid.  The key to this model is the 
centralization of content and multiple ISPs, and the scalability of the bandwidth into and within the 
exchange.  In this way, ISPs can compete aggressively against those who are not taking advantage of the 
economies, and content providers benefit from the open market for bandwidth and connectivity. 
 
Assume next that the ISP is at the exchange but the content provider is not at the exchange and needs to 
expand its presence into the exchange to achieve the economies discussed.  The additional expense for the 
content provider is simply the racks (assume $3000 per rack for example) and servers required to host the 
content (necessary in all cases), and the cross connects to the ISPs at $200/month.  This represents a modest 
investment for expansion compared with the cost of building a presence.  Compared against the cost of the 
ISP selling an OC-3 worth of transit over a circuit back to the content provider’s POP, the content provider 
should be indifferent between the two options, yet gains great scalability, connectivity options, and a 
hardened environment in which to operate.  Content providers will prefer to make use of the Neutral 
Internet Business Exchange for these reasons.  The ISP faces the same cost savings dynamics as described 
above, yet realizes the additional multi-homing transit revenue that was unavailable before. ISPs 
participating in the Neutral Internet Business Exchange model can offer very competitive pricing for 
content providers. 
 
There is also a trend in the industry away from vertical integration towards outsourcing of value added 
services such as e-mail, usenet news, caching, web hosting, access (dial-in to DSL etc.) etc. so that ISPs 
can focus attention on branding, marketing, and customer relationships. This emerging trend enables 
companies like Covad and NorthPoint to focus on DSL and resell access services to ISP in the exchange. In 
this way ISPs can select from a diversity of service providers to bundle together and offer to their customer 
bases.  The security and infrastructure of the exchange allows this flexible integration, and scales well 
through low-cost internal cross connects. The end result is that the exchange will grow into a net source of 
data, resulting in an even greater need for bandwidth scalability. 
 
We will now examine a case study to quantify the short-term revenue opportunity at the exchange. 
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Case Study – Equinix Neutral Internet Business Exchange 
 
Equinix participation projections show a mix of 6 carriers, 50 ISPs, and 4 large autonomous Content 
Providers leading to about 50 or so peering and transit sales opportunities within the first year of 
operation13.  (Note that the Neutral Internet Business Exchange Model allows for dual-homed content 
within ISP space.  Equinix believes that the resell market will support a much larger number of 
interconnection opportunities for these content providers located within ISP space in the exchange. The 
financial model assumes transit opportunities only with the large autonomous content providers and uses 
these more conservative numbers.)  
 
Assume that an ISP obtains only 7 transit sales and hands off traffic to 15 other ISPs through peering 
arrangements.  We will examine the revenue generated and the cost savings realized through participation 
in the Equinix Internet Business Exchange (IBX). 
 
For example, if the ISP in question achieves the following mix of interconnections, it can increase revenue 
through participation in an Equinix IBX within 12 months. 
 
# Attachment Speed for 

New Transit Customer 
Revenue to ISP per New 
Customer per Month14 

Monthly Revenue 
from Participation 

Total Annual Revenue 
from Participation15 

6 DS-3 $65,000 $390,000 $4,680,000 
1 OC-3 $120,000 $120,000 $1,440,000 
   Annual Revenue: $6,120,000 
 
Note that these transit sales opportunities are only possible using the Neutral Internet Business 
Exchange Model; the direct circuit interconnection model does not provide this revenue opportunity. 
 
The cost savings for the 15 peering interconnections as described earlier are highlighted below. 
 
# Monthly Savings Compared with Direct Circuit 

Interconnection Model from Graph Above 
Total Annual Cost Savings from Participation 

15 $28,000 $336,000 
 
Based on these projections and  the street price for transit, we see that the combination of cost savings and 
additional revenue opportunity result in a sustainable net cash flow increase of $6,456,000 per year, 
starting within the first year of participation.  It is important to note that the revenue can be realized without 
collocation, however, the cost of the sale will be higher due to the higher cost of the circuit.  Furthermore, 
ISP participants will be able to quickly turn up transit sales if they are already at the IBX.  Finally, the most 
compelling reason to participate early is that the early ISP participants will become the incumbent ISPs and 
will have access to the greatest number of sales opportunities.  In this way, those early participants will 
more quickly realize the cost savings and sales revenue of interconnection via the exchange-based model. 
 

                                                           
13 Conservative estimate based upon adoption rate at the Palo Alto Internet Exchange (PAIX) and adjusted 
for market conditions and for scale of operation. 
14Interactive Week report pointed to $15,000 interface card for DS-3 yielded $20,000-$70,000 in revenue in 
late 1998. http://home.zdnet.com/intweek/print/980601/320863.html  Dave Rand’s (AboveNet) interview 
from the Cook Report indicated UUNet gets $65,000/month and MCI $70,000/month for DS-3. According 
to a Pat Binford-Walsh (UUNet), OC-3 ports range in cost from about $78K - $179K from UUNet and 
$53K - $145K from Qwest.  These are all list prices and avg actual prices are frequently 20% - 50+% off 
based on term and quantity commitments.  A full speed OC-3 port would likely go for about $120K - 
$130K and avg utilization (45%) OC-3 ports would likely go for nearly half that amount in the industry 
today based on a 1-2 year commitment. 
15 Note that we did not include the incremental revenue associated with increasing bandwidth demands over 
time. 
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Summary 
We have described the Neutral Internet Business Exchange Model and demonstrated the technical and 
business benefits of this approach over the direct circuit interconnection model for ISPs.  In particular, the 
direct circuit interconnection model suffers from the scaling over both bandwidth and number of 
participants.  As the bandwidth and number of participants grow, the number and size of circuits must 
increase in a way that disallows economies of scale through traffic aggregation.   
 
We demonstrated through a financial model that the cost savings function is an incremental function 
leading to potentially significant savings.  We further demonstrated the substantial revenue opportunity 
realized through participation in a Neutral Internet Business Exchange.  In the conservative example, over 
$3 million of incremental cash flow was realized by the sample ISP.  As the number of participants grows, 
the value of the exchange grows, the benefits to the participants grow, and the cost for bandwidth 
decreases.  We further demonstrated that the first-to-market in a Neutral Internet Business Exchange will 
realize the greater revenue by being able to participate in a greater number of business opportunities.   
 
Next Studies: With the exception of the fiber transmission gear, we did not include equipment cost for  
either interconnection strategy. These costs may be material at different stages of the cost curve for both 
strategies, however, additional cards and chassis characteristics and requirements vary widely across 
vendors. To take these into account would require engineering tradeoffs and architectural considerations 
that ultimately result in additional steps in the cost savings curve as new hardware is added to the 
configuration. Finally, this incremental hardware cost allocation would involve amortization calculations, 
which also vary by accounting practices. This study is expected to be both valuable and require a large set 
of assumptions. 
 
Additional work needs to be done quantifying the benefits of managing traffic asymmetry.  An exchange 
with the proper mix of net producers and net consumers of bandwidth allow an ISP to more effectively 
utilize expensive land lines by fully utilizing both directions of the link. 
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Appendix A – Data: Direct Circuit & Exchange-Based Interconnection Model 
 

 Direct 
Circuit 
Interconnect 
Model 

# ISPs

n*1/2 Circuit 
Costs At OC-
3 for an ISP 2:1Aggregation

Sufficient 
Sized Pipe 
into 
Exchange 
Point as an 
alternative

Big Pipe 
Monthly 
Cost Plus XCs

Plus 
Racks - No 
Discount

Total 
Monthly 
Cost of 
Exchange 
Point 
Interconnect 
Strategy for 
an ISP

Cost Savings 
for Exchange 
Point 
Interconnection 
Strategy

1 -$                OC-12 23,000$      $0 $1,500 24,500$      ($24,500)
2 5,700$        1 OC-12 23,000$      $200 $1,500 24,700$      ($19,000)
3 11,400$      2 OC-12 23,000$      $400 $1,500 24,900$      ($13,500)
4 17,100$      3 OC-12 23,000$      $600 $1,500 25,100$      ($8,000)
5 22,800$      4 OC-12 23,000$      $800 $1,500 25,300$      ($2,500)
6 28,500$      agg+ OC-12 23,000$      $1,000 $1,500 25,500$      $3,000
7 34,200$      agg+ OC-12 23,000$      $1,200 $1,500 25,700$      $8,500
8 39,900$      7 OC-48 46,000$      $1,400 $3,000 50,400$      ($10,500)
9 45,600$      8 OC-48 46,000$      $1,600 $3,000 50,600$      ($5,000)

10 51,300$      9 OC-48 46,000$      $1,800 $3,000 50,800$      $500
11 57,000$      10 OC-48 46,000$      $2,000 $3,000 51,000$      $6,000
12 62,700$      11 OC-48 46,000$      $2,200 $3,000 51,200$      $11,500
13 68,400$      12 OC-48 46,000$      $2,400 $3,000 51,400$      $17,000
14 74,100$      13 OC-48 46,000$      $2,600 $3,000 51,600$      $22,500
15 79,800$      14 OC-48 46,000$      $2,800 $3,000 51,800$      $28,000
16 85,500$      15 OC-48 46,000$      $3,000 $3,000 52,000$      $33,500
17 91,200$      16 OC-48 46,000$      $3,200 $4,500 53,700$      $37,500
18 96,900$      agg+ OC-48 46,000$      $3,400 $4,500 53,900$      $43,000
19 102,600$    agg+ OC-48 46,000$      $3,600 $4,500 54,100$      $48,500
20 108,300$    agg+ OC-48 46,000$      $3,800 $4,500 54,300$      $54,000
21 114,000$    agg+ OC-48 46,000$      $4,000 $4,500 54,500$      $59,500
22 119,700$    agg+ OC-48 46,000$      $4,200 $4,500 54,700$      $65,000
23 125,400$    agg+ OC-48 46,000$      $4,400 $4,500 54,900$      $70,500
24 131,100$    agg+ OC-48 46,000$      $4,600 $4,500 55,100$      $76,000
25 136,800$    agg+ OC-48 46,000$      $4,800 $6,000 56,800$      $80,000
26 142,500$    25 OC-96 92,000$      $5,000 $6,000 103,000$    $39,500
27 148,200$    26 OC-96 92,000$      $5,200 $6,000 103,200$    $45,000
28 153,900$    27 OC-96 92,000$      $5,400 $6,000 103,400$    $50,500
29 159,600$    28 OC-96 92,000$      $5,600 $6,000 103,600$    $56,000
30 165,300$    29 OC-96 92,000$      $5,800 $6,000 103,800$    $61,500
31 171,000$    30 OC-96 92,000$      $6,000 $6,000 104,000$    $67,000
32 176,700$    31 OC-96 92,000$      $6,200 $6,000 104,200$    $72,500
33 182,400$    32 OC-96 92,000$      $6,400 $7,500 105,900$    $76,500
34 188,100$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $6,600 $7,500 106,100$    $82,000
35 193,800$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $6,800 $7,500 106,300$    $87,500
36 199,500$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $7,000 $7,500 106,500$    $93,000
37 205,200$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $7,200 $7,500 106,700$    $98,500
38 210,900$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $7,400 $7,500 106,900$    $104,000
39 216,600$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $7,600 $7,500 107,100$    $109,500
40 222,300$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $7,800 $7,500 107,300$    $115,000
41 228,000$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $8,000 $9,000 109,000$    $119,000
42 233,700$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $8,200 $9,000 109,200$    $124,500
43 239,400$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $8,400 $9,000 109,400$    $130,000
44 245,100$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $8,600 $9,000 109,600$    $135,500
45 250,800$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $8,800 $9,000 109,800$    $141,000
46 256,500$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $9,000 $9,000 110,000$    $146,500
47 262,200$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $9,200 $9,000 110,200$    $152,000
48 267,900$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $9,400 $9,000 110,400$    $157,500
49 273,600$    agg+ OC-96 92,000$      $9,600 $10,500 112,100$    $161,500
50 279,300$    49 OC-192 184,000$    $9,800 $10,500 204,300$    $75,000
51 285,000$    50 OC-192 184,000$    $10,000 $10,500 204,500$    $80,500
52 290,700$    51 OC-192 184,000$    $10,200 $10,500 204,700$    $86,000
53 296,400$    52 OC-192 184,000$    $10,400 $10,500 204,900$    $91,500
54 302,100$    53 OC-192 184,000$    $10,600 $10,500 205,100$    $97,000
55 307,800$    54 OC-192 184,000$   $10,800 $10,500 205,300$    $102,500

Exchange based Interconnection Model using Big Pipes
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Appendix B – Data: Dark Fiber Exchange-Based Interconnection  

 

# 
Exchange  
Partners

Dark Fiber 
Cost

Dark Fiber 
cost 
amortized 
over 20 
years Plus XCs

Plus 
Racks (No 
Discount)

Total Monthly 
Cost of Dark 
Fiber 
Exchange 
Point 
Interconnect 
Strategy for 
an ISP

Cost Savings 
for Dark Fiber 
Exchange 
Point 
Interconnectio
n Strategy

1 2,000,000$  $19,300 $0 $1,500 20,800$       ($20,800)
2 2,000,000$  $19,300 $200 $1,500 21,000$       ($15,300)
3 2,000,000$  $19,300 $400 $1,500 21,200$       ($9,800)
4 2,000,000$  $19,300 $600 $1,500 21,400$       ($4,300)
5 2,000,000$  $19,300 $800 $1,500 21,600$       $1,200
6 2,000,000$  $19,300 $1,000 $1,500 21,800$       $6,700
7 2,000,000$  $19,300 $1,200 $1,500 22,000$       $12,200
8 2,000,000$  $19,300 $1,400 $1,500 22,200$       $17,700
9 2,000,000$  $19,300 $1,600 $3,000 23,900$       $21,700

10 2,000,000$  $19,300 $1,800 $3,000 24,100$       $27,200
11 2,000,000$  $19,300 $2,000 $3,000 24,300$       $32,700
12 2,000,000$  $19,300 $2,200 $3,000 24,500$       $38,200
13 2,000,000$  $19,300 $2,400 $3,000 24,700$       $43,700
14 2,000,000$  $19,300 $2,600 $3,000 24,900$       $49,200
15 2,000,000$  $19,300 $2,800 $3,000 25,100$       $54,700
16 2,000,000$  $19,300 $3,000 $3,000 25,300$       $60,200
17 2,000,000$  $19,300 $3,200 $4,500 27,000$       $64,200
18 2,000,000$  $19,300 $3,400 $4,500 27,200$       $69,700
19 2,000,000$  $19,300 $3,600 $4,500 27,400$       $75,200
20 2,000,000$  $19,300 $3,800 $4,500 27,600$       $80,700
21 2,000,000$  $19,300 $4,000 $4,500 27,800$       $86,200
22 2,000,000$  $19,300 $4,200 $4,500 28,000$       $91,700
23 2,000,000$  $19,300 $4,400 $4,500 28,200$       $97,200
24 2,000,000$  $19,300 $4,600 $4,500 28,400$       $102,700
25 2,000,000$  $19,300 $4,800 $6,000 30,100$       $106,700
26 2,000,000$  $19,300 $5,000 $6,000 30,300$       $112,200
27 2,000,000$  $19,300 $5,200 $6,000 30,500$       $117,700
28 2,000,000$  $19,300 $5,400 $6,000 30,700$       $123,200
29 2,000,000$  $19,300 $5,600 $6,000 30,900$       $128,700
30 2,000,000$  $19,300 $5,800 $6,000 31,100$       $134,200
31 2,000,000$  $19,300 $6,000 $6,000 31,300$       $139,700
32 2,000,000$  $19,300 $6,200 $6,000 31,500$       $145,200
33 2,000,000$  $19,300 $6,400 $7,500 33,200$       $149,200
34 2,000,000$  $19,300 $6,600 $7,500 33,400$       $154,700
35 2,000,000$  $19,300 $6,800 $7,500 33,600$       $160,200
36 2,000,000$  $19,300 $7,000 $7,500 33,800$       $165,700
37 2,000,000$  $19,300 $7,200 $7,500 34,000$       $171,200
38 2,000,000$  $19,300 $7,400 $7,500 34,200$       $176,700
39 2,000,000$  $19,300 $7,600 $7,500 34,400$       $182,200
40 2,000,000$  $19,300 $7,800 $7,500 34,600$       $187,700
41 2,000,000$  $19,300 $8,000 $9,000 36,300$       $191,700
42 2,000,000$  $19,300 $8,200 $9,000 36,500$       $197,200
43 2,000,000$  $19,300 $8,400 $9,000 36,700$       $202,700
44 2,000,000$  $19,300 $8,600 $9,000 36,900$       $208,200
45 2,000,000$  $19,300 $8,800 $9,000 37,100$       $213,700
46 2,000,000$  $19,300 $9,000 $9,000 37,300$       $219,200
47 2,000,000$  $19,300 $9,200 $9,000 37,500$       $224,700
48 2,000,000$  $19,300 $9,400 $9,000 37,700$       $230,200
49 2,000,000$  $19,300 $9,600 $10,500 39,400$       $234,200
50 2,000,000$  $19,300 $9,800 $10,500 39,600$       $239,700
51 2,000,000$  $19,300 $10,000 $10,500 39,800$       $245,200
52 2,000,000$  $19,300 $10,200 $10,500 40,000$       $250,700
53 2,000,000$  $19,300 $10,400 $10,500 40,200$       $256,200
54 2,000,000$  $19,300 $10,600 $10,500 40,400$       $261,700
55 2,000,000$  $19,300 $10,800 $10,500 40,600$       $267,200

Exchange based Interconnection Model using Dark Fiber
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Appendix C – Data: Comparison of the three Interconnection 
Strategies 

 

# of 
interconne
cts

Direct 
Circuit 
Interconnect
ion Strategy

Exchange 
Interconnecti
on using big 
pipes

Exchange 
Interconne
ction using 
dark fiber

1 -$               24,500$      20,800$  
2 5,700$        24,700$      21,000$  
3 11,400$      24,900$      21,200$  
4 17,100$      25,100$      21,400$  
5 22,800$      25,300$      21,600$  
6 28,500$      25,500$      21,800$  
7 34,200$      25,700$      22,000$  
8 39,900$      50,400$      22,200$  
9 45,600$      50,600$      23,900$  

10 51,300$      50,800$      24,100$  
11 57,000$      51,000$      24,300$  
12 62,700$      51,200$      24,500$  
13 68,400$      51,400$      24,700$  
14 74,100$      51,600$      24,900$  
15 79,800$      51,800$      25,100$  
16 85,500$      52,000$      25,300$  
17 91,200$      53,700$      27,000$  
18 96,900$      53,900$      27,200$  
19 102,600$    54,100$      27,400$  
20 108,300$    54,300$      27,600$  
21 114,000$    54,500$      27,800$  
22 119,700$    54,700$      28,000$  
23 125,400$    54,900$      28,200$  
24 131,100$    55,100$      28,400$  
25 136,800$    56,800$      30,100$  
26 142,500$    103,000$    30,300$  
27 148,200$    103,200$    30,500$  
28 153,900$    103,400$    30,700$  
29 159,600$    103,600$    30,900$  
30 165,300$    103,800$    31,100$  
31 171,000$    104,000$    31,300$  
32 176,700$    104,200$    31,500$  
33 182,400$    105,900$    33,200$  
34 188,100$    106,100$    33,400$  
35 193,800$    106,300$    33,600$  
36 199,500$    106,500$    33,800$  
37 205,200$    106,700$    34,000$  
38 210,900$    106,900$    34,200$  
39 216,600$    107,100$    34,400$  
40 222,300$    107,300$    34,600$  
41 228,000$    109,000$    36,300$  
42 233,700$    109,200$    36,500$  
43 239,400$    109,400$    36,700$  
44 245,100$    109,600$    36,900$  
45 250,800$    109,800$    37,100$  
46 256,500$    110,000$    37,300$  
47 262,200$    110,200$    37,500$  
48 267,900$    110,400$    37,700$  
49 273,600$    112,100$    39,400$  
50 279,300$    204,300$    39,600$  
51 285,000$    204,500$    39,800$  
52 290,700$    204,700$    40,000$  
53 296,400$    204,900$    40,200$  
54 302,100$    205,100$    40,400$  
55 307,800$    205,300$    40,600$ 

Comparison of 3 Interconnection 
Strategies
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